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Welcome to Thriving on Change 

How to welcome the changes this year will bring program 

 
 
 

 

 
Dear ???, 
 

Welcome!  And thank you for participating in our Thriving on Change program. We are excited to have you!  

We are sure you will gain great insight during this course, and learn some valuable information that you will be 

able to easily apply in accepting and managing change in a whole new way. 

 
We experience change in large and small ways every single day.  At certain points in life these changes can 
even be more intense than at other times.  Yet even though we are continually thrown into the midst of 
change, our minds and hearts seem to yearn for stability and routine.   
 
Participants in this program will gain a greater awareness for what change truly is, the most successful way of 
dealing with it, and how they can be more trusting in the process of change despite its inherent difficulties.   
 
The benefits of this program include:  
 

� Discover our natural reaction to change. 
� Define change both externally and internally. 
� Identify the impetus behind change. 
� Recognise the fundamental difference between ‘change’ and ‘transition.’  
� Connect the certainty of change to given life stages we encounter in our lives. 
� Determine the mindset we have around change and our default methods of dealing with the ‘endings’ 

in our lives. 
� Ascertain our current behavior towards change. 
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By the end of the program, you will be able to recognise what change is both outwardly and inwardly, and will 
be able to identify what must be done to successfully navigate the uncertainty of change.  You will also be able 
to explain how the perceptions you hold around change affect your willingness to accept it, and you will realise 
the potential positive impact change can have on the growth and development of your life.     

 
Again, thank you for joining us today and here’s to an enjoyable program experience. 
 
 
Sharon 
Talent Tools and Training 
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Article  1: 

Change Struggles 

Every human being knows about change; it happens in their lives whether they want it or not.  And in truth, 

change is difficult for all of us.  We would all prefer for change to happen more easily and with less impact on 
our lives.  Unfortunately, change often requires us to deconstruct many aspects of our lives and what we hold 
to be true about ourselves in order for something new and better to take its place.  Simply put, we must give up 
what’s old and familiar in order to be ready to take on something new and promising.  This is especially hard 
when the old we have to give up includes our own limiting beliefs, mindset, attitudes, and accustomed ways of 
thinking and behaving that feel most comfortable.  Deconstructing our own thought patterns can be so 
unnerving that we end up resisting change with all our might, preferring to remain in the “comfortableness of 
our own discomfort” rather than to risk letting go of an old identity that no longer works for us.        
 
Another part of the difficulty of change is the fact that change often catches us completely off guard.  Think 
about it.  We take painstaking effort to build routine into our lives, to make the world around us somewhat 
predictable.  Then in one “sudden and enormous gust of wind” all that predictability, all those everyday 
customs, are swept away in an instant, and we are left to deal with the aftermath of a storm that has 
completely up-ended our lives.  Certainly, being in this state will bring with it an odd mixture of emotional 
upheaval and thought-driven response.  Fear of suddenly being worse off than we were mixes with hints of 
hope that everything will work out for the best.           
 
It seems like an unanswerable contradiction.  On the one hand, we need stability; we need to build our lives 
around something secure and lasting.  On the other hand, we are forever tossed about in the storms of life 
changes that require us to not become stagnant. 
 
Clearly we change in little ways all the time, yet still, we struggle with it even though by now we should know 
from experience that the change we find so difficult to cope with will, in the end, bring about growth.  On the 
surface change may feel completely disempowering, but behind its dramatic entrance, it more often than not, 
quietly nudges us down a better path for our lives. 
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Article  2 

Successful Change Acceptance Strategies 

Throughout life, change will always be a constant companion.  From the changes that we make deliberately 

to the changes that are thrust upon us, change is inevitable.  Some would even say that change = life.  Despite 
the fact that change is guaranteed, it still makes us feel out of control and stressed. 
 

Therefore, it shouldn’t surprise us that we are predisposed to resist change and can readily recognize the 
resistance within us.  Because we are creatures of habit, change will always be problematic for us.  We don’t 
need less change in our lives, but instead, we need to learn to shift our attitude about change so that we can 
more effectively manage it when it happens.   
  
Here are eight key strategies for handling life’s plenitude of changes, whether they are changes of our own 
making, or changes we have no control over.  Implement the strategies that resonate the strongest with you so 
that you can approach change with a more accepting perspective.      
 

1. Change will cause stress, for sure.  It’s important to first identify what you can control, and what you 
cannot.  Then you can take steps to minimize the stress of things you have control over and accept the 
things you can’t change.  In any given situation there will be things you can influence and things you will 
simply need to accept.  Know which is which. 

 

2. Take a time out from life and allow yourself a moment to think about your circumstances.  Get clear on the 
true impact of the change you are facing so that you can come up with reasonable ways to move through 
it.  If we are so caught up in the change, we will never be able to determine a strategy for handling it. 

  
3. See the change as an opportunity rather than a bad situation. 
 

4. Keep your eye on your long-term goals rather than allowing yourself to get caught up in the present 
situation and its overwhelming uncertainty.  Current circumstances may seem quite chaotic, but stop and 
remind yourself that your perspective will probably look quite different within a few short weeks, months, or 
even years. 

 

5. Be open to what can be learned from change.  Resistance to change means we are too focused on the 
status quo.  Think instead, "What can this change teach me?"  

 

6. Lean upon an inner knowing that everything will work out just fine. 
 

7. Work daily on your ability to handle change.  The days are filled with moments where you will have to react 
to situations that you do not like or enjoy.  Grow a muscle around responding to those circumstances in 
more positive, enriching ways. 

 

8. Be open to growth.  Be open to expanding who you are rather than retreating back into what’s comfortable 
and familiar.   
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Resource Content Worksheet – The 3 Life Stages  

First Life Stage - “Spring” 
 
 

Spring is a time of fertile soil in which something new grows.  Although it starts slowly, growth 

happens with certainty.  Through the muck, small shoots of life grow up, eventually giving way 
to a tremendous amount of blooms.  For many, spring represents the gift of life.     
 
The life stage of spring is the time in our lives where we experience a sense of going out into 
the world around us.  During this time, we experience new things, try out things that are 
different; feel confident in taking bold, new steps.  This is a time for experimentation, and to 
approach life with energy and gusto.  Spring life stages typically happen at the ages of 0 to 7, 
22-28, and 43-49 years of age. 
 
Spring life stages can be characterised by a movement from dependency to independence.  It 
is during these times that we establish our own social identity separate and distinct from 
others.  Spring life stages are a time of maturation where roles are found and different kinds of 
relationships explored.   
 
Out of this time of experimentation and discovery a more complete sense of self emerges.  
Independence is exerted, and a clearer sense of our own personal uniqueness comes into 
focus.   
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Resource Content Worksheet – The 3 Life Stages  

Second Life Stage - “Summer” 

 

Summer is a time of plenitude where possibilities seem limitless.  Power is found and the 

promise in the blooms of spring becomes the abundance of fruit a hundredfold.   
 
This life stage is the time in our lives when there is a clearer sense of ourselves, where we are 
going, and what we have to offer the world and those in it.  Work experiences become more 
significant and qualifications more narrowly focused.  These summer life stages are all about 
becoming more established and typically happen around 8-14, 29-35, 50-56 years of age. 
 
Experiencing a summer life stage means we are moving on to something more complicated 
with many interrelated parts that form a rich whole.  During these times, we are very much 
living more independently.  Whereas during a spring life stage we are likely trying to find our 
place, in the summer life stage it’s more about fitting in to a specific place in the world.     
 
In summer, relationships become even more important as we know more clearly what it is we 
are about and can commit to more significant roles in our lives.  At times, things can feel 
unsettled during the summer life stages as every two steps forward into a more fully 
experienced personhood is met with one step back in our development.  Trial and error is 
fundamental elements of the summer life stages.     
 
During summer life stages, we very much learn what we are good at and what is of no interest 
to us.  This is a time where action begins giving way to some more deliberate reflection, and a 
decision to expend our energy toward achievements in a more efficiently executed way.   
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Resource Content Worksheet – The 3 Life Stages  

Third Life Stage - “Autumn” 
 

Autumn is a time of hidden beauty exposed even as there are hints of impending 
disillusionment, loss, and decay.  Living gives way to some part of dying, with this death 
becoming a precursor to new life.       
 
This is the life stage of assessment where meaning is searched for.  Either this meaning is 
found, which can lead to a sense of fulfillment, or it remains elusive, thus bringing on a sense 
of crisis and chaos.  It is in this stage that life finds expansion or contraction, and stability or 
uncertainty in what lies just around the corner or over the horizon.  There can be upheaval in 
this stage when it meets with a lost sense of belonging, which takes away the magic and 
significance around what used to be regarded as important.  The Autumn life stages are all 
about finding meaning and typically happen from 15 to 21, 36-42, 57-65 years of age. 
 
Experiencing a life stage of Autumn means letting go of old styles and discovering you can 
have another view on things.  This is the time when personal fulfillment takes on a more urgent 
awareness.  This is the time when it is paramount to find out what life is really all about.  Here 
is when we turn away from the busyness of life and search for times of solitude. 
 
This life stage is marked by a more immediate need for things to have meaning and less 
patience for mere surface activity or success.  This is a time to think about the deeper realities 
that are going on and a growth in understanding for the need of the spiritual aspects of who we 
are.  Like the changing color of the leaves, there is a need for own transformation once we are 
stripped of our old selves and can see ourselves anew.  Instead of external branding through 
others or our own accomplishments, this is the time for internal awareness of how our hearts 
and souls define who we are.  Growth in this life stage can appear as a loss, but in reality is a 
profound gain.    
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Snapshot of Change in My Own Life - Worksheet  
 

Where have the life stages of Spring, Summer, and Autumn shown up in your own life?   
For each life stage, identify: 

� What changes did you encounter during the life stages of your own life? 
� What were these changes influenced by? 
� How did you deal with these changes when they were happening? 

Life Stage Changes in your life. Changes influenced 
by? 

How did you handle? 

 

 

Spring 

(0 to 7, 22-28, 
and 43-49 
years of age.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Summer 

(8 to 14, 29-35, 
and 50-56 
years of age.) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fall 

(15 to 21, 36-
42, and 57 - 65 
years of age.) 
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 “Cocoon” 

My brown crawling days are over. 
No more climbing. 
No more eating scraps. 
The call of the wild sounds; 
It’s time to soar. 
 
A spun casing soon surrounds me. 
What will be formed? 
What will be broken down? 
Deep in the dark of this white, silk tomb? 
 
The journey stops, 
But only for a time. 
The act of transformation 
Has set forth a vision  
Of what I will become. 
 
Gooey mess surrounds me, 
All familiarity is gone. 
Will my potential be realised, 
Beyond this chamber of change? 
 
Awareness arises -  
Through an awakening new mind, 
Telling the tale of letting go, 
And letting in, 
This mysterious metamorphosis. 
 
Morning ensues, 
The passage comes clear. 
Escape through a single tear 
My wings of bright color emerge. 
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Tip Sheet – 4 Important Tips for Transition  

Your old life is gone.  You find yourself in what William Bridges calls, “the confusing nowhere of in 

betweenness.”  How do you deal with this place and time of transition?  Consider the following guidelines that 
may help to make this uncertain time of realignment easier to handle. 
 
Be patient.   
 
The external world of our lives can change in a moment’s notice; however, the internal world of our hearts, 
minds, and souls requires considerably more time in order to reorient to the sudden change encountered.  We 
typically think of the world around as big and endless.  The same, whether we realise it or not, can also be said 
of the world inside us.  Emotions, perspectives, and the memory of lived experiences all run deep and are 
layered with richness.  We simply cannot rush the inner process of transition that must adjust in more subtle 
yet profound ways to the new reality faced. 
 
Don’t rush to act just to be doing something.  
 
Being frozen in a state of inactivity can be frustrating.  Since we are not used to this, there can be the 
temptation to jump into action for sake of just staying busy doing something no matter what.  The process of 
transition is often a time of inertia.  This inertia helps to slow us down so that we can learn what we need to 
learn in order to be fully ready to handle the next chapter in our lives.  Don’t fight these torpor moments, for the 
reality is that to be still means we will be able to see the lessons we need to learn what would otherwise have 
whizzed past our field of understanding had we been moving at our familiar, hectic life pace. 
 
Take care of yourself.   
 
Be aware of the needs you may have to take care of yourself.  This doesn’t mean that you need to drop a 
couple thousand bucks at an exclusive mountain spa in order to deal with the changes in your life.  But it does 
mean that there are many small ways to effectively address the difficulties of change.  Taking a walk, reading 
an inspirational book, learning a hobby can work to provide you with the sense of connection and stability 
necessary to cope with the transition associated with change in healthy ways.  Having something that anchors 
you during the storms of change can be reassuring. 
 
Speak to someone else.   
 
Find a person willing to listen and help you process what is ending in your life as a result of change.  This is 
not someone that is quick to dispense their advice, but instead, is willing to allow you the space to put into 
words what the transition process is making you feel.  When you are allowed to speak to someone else about 
what is happening to you, you can gain a clearer understanding of what is truly going on and what it all means. 
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When life throws you a curve ball, take time to review your newly discovered knowledge about the stages of 

change. You will discover that you will not only survive during challenging times, but you will thrive. 
 

There is in the worst of fortune the best of chances for a happy ending. 

~Euripides 

 

Be Exceptional! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


